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your credit card, let's see if we can do a bit of DIY…

Many of our readers will know that, these days, I’m not
allowed out very often.  I spend four days a week
having a brilliant time mixing with our customers at the
Key Player store in Edinburgh.  As you'd expect, some
of our players are into the Scottish country dance
scene - and this means lots of Strathspeys, Jigs, Reels,
Scottish Polkas and, of course, The Gay Gordons.
Now, the Gay Gordons is a bit weird. It changes feel
alternately throughout the dance. Sometimes it's
‘straight’ (1-2, 1-2, 1-2, 1-2), sometimes it's ‘skippy’ 
(1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2-3).  Rather than using two styles
to create the change from straight to skippy,perhaps we
could make a style that does both?  If it were possible
to change a style from the straight feel to the skippy
feel we would potentially have the best part of 300 extra
styles on our Clavinovas.

LLet's  give  it  a  go...

Our first job is to find a ‘donor’ style and, for this, I
chose the Latin&World/Celtic/Reel (fig.1).  I was looking
for something that has the right image and is also
‘straight’.  

Part 22: Putting on the Style

Hello again.

The old organists amongst us will remember a
time when 16 rhythms on an instrument were a
lot.  On today's CVP Clavinova there are well over
400.  Do we really need so many?  Well, yes…

Back in the 1970s & ‘80s when organs were organs,
men were men (and sheep were worried) 16 rhythms
were just that - rhythms.  A ‘rhythm’ was just a drum
track, occasionally accompanied by a very basic
strummed chord.  The speed of the simple drum beat
could be adjusted from very slow to very fast so that a
‘Swing’ rhythm would suffice for everything from a jazz
ballad to a quickstep.  There were never any worries
about loosing the authenticity of the ‘style’ because, 
as  the drums sounded like someone banging two
saucepan lids together, there was never any authenticity
in the first place!

Today the styles we use are very different.  Each one
reproduces the sounds of a combo, band or orchestra
and, because of the number of musical parts this
involves, each style has a preset tempo at which it
sounds the best.  

This optimum tempo gives each style its unique ‘image’
or ‘feel’ but there is some room for manoeuvre and the
majority of styles have a tempo range within which they
will work well.  If we go more than 15% above or below
the pre-set tempo, however, the style will begin to lose
its ‘feel’.  This means that the single swing rhythm from
the ‘70s organ has evolved into a whole Standards &
Jazz style category with over 50 styles.

What happens if, out of the 400-odd styles, there's
nothing with the right feel for the piece you’re wanting
to play?  Well, you can download loads more from
YamahaMusicSoft of course but, before you rush for

In part 22 of his series for the touch screen Clavinovas, Richard Bower shows
how we can expand the instrument’s style library.

touch screen workshop
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Tap your foot in time to the beat.  If you can count 1-2,
1-2, 1-2, 1-2 with ‘1’ being each foot tap, that's a
"straight" feel.

Just to give the style a bit of a push, raise the tempo to
124, then press the HOME button (fig.2).

Now let's go DIY-ing.  Tap MENU at the bottom-right of
the screen (fig.3).

We now need to go to the second page of the MENU,
so tap the triangle on the far-right of the screen ((fig.4).

On the second screen, tap StyleCreator (fig.5).

When Style Creator opens, you'll see this page (fig.6). 

I know it's a little scary, but there are lots of things here
we DON'T need to use.  As we can ‘skippy-ise’ (is that
a word?) each of the style variations individually, we
first need to tell Style Creator which one we wish to
change.  In this case, we only want to change the Main
Variation D and we tell the instrument this by either
selecting the Main Variation D button on the panel in
the style section, or by tapping the ‘Section’ area on
the screen and choosing MAIN D.

Now that Style Creator knows which section we want to
change, tap the Channel Edit area on the left of the
screen (fig.7).

This screen appears (fig.8). 
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touch screen workshop
Just tap Groove in the upper-centre of the screen (fig.8).

I asked you earlier to tap your foot and counting 1-2, 1-2,
1-2, 1-2 to create a ‘straight’ feel.  Now try doing the
same again but, this time, count 1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2-3
to produce a ‘skippy’ feel!  Did you notice how many
numbers we've just counted?  There were four lots of
three.  4 x 3 = 12. So, ‘12’ gives a skippy feel. 

Because of the way the Groove tool works it's always
best to convert down to a smaller number.  The
Original Beat number should be higher than the Beat
Converter number. For a successful conversion, we
need to convert down to 12, so the Original Beat needs
to be 16.  Okay, let's do it... (fig.9)

Set Original Beat to 16, and set Beat Converter to 12.
Then tap Execute at the bottom-right of the screen (fig.10).

You'll briefly see a confirmation that the job is
completed.  At this point, is prudent to save the new
style. Tap the SAVE icon at the top-right of the screen.

Follow the usual procedure to save, giving it the title
Gay Gordons.  When you've saved, press the HOME
button on the panel.

Have a play… You'll notice that the MAIN A-C style
variations are still ‘straight’ but switch to the MAIN D
variation and you should hear it go ‘skippy’.  You've
created a new style!

There are lots of other styles just awaiting the same
treatment.  Why not try ‘skippyfying’ a March or a Polka
style?  The music theorist will tell you that it's taking a
2/4 feel into a 6/8.  Always remember to convert 16 to
12 and you'll be fine (fig.13).

Country styles are particularly good for conversion as
they are inherently simple.  Latin styles tend to work
not so well.  The Groove feature doesn't convert well
from ‘skippy’ to ‘straight’ - but that's really not an issue
because there are way more straight styles than skippy
ones.  You can convert an entire style, should you
wish.  You'll just need to do the conversion on each
style section (not forgetting the Intro's & Endings!). It
generally takes about 30 minutes to convert an entire
style - but you'll have the satisfaction of saying "I did
that!" each time you use it.

Well, that's enough of my ramblings for this edition.
Enjoy the late spring and early summer, and we'll meet
up again soon.
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